Introduction Test case
A test sequence -a sequence of actions performed by the concurrent processes.
Model: Compositional Hierarchy

Introduction
To select test sequences Select a set of paths from reachability graph. For each selected paths, derive one or more inputs and force deterministic executions according to the pathdeterministic testing.
Introduction Problem
State explosion: number of states in the reachability graph is exponential to number of processes.
Incremental Reachability Analysis
Building a reduced LTS L g r . Reduced LTS must be semantically equivalent to L g . Strong equivalence:
2 LTSs whose behaviors are indistinguishable to an observer, including ??events.
Observational equivalence:
2 LTSs whose behavior are indistinguishable when ??events are invisible.
To build reduced LTS Subsystems are successively composed and simplify. Simplify be removing some ??events.
Simpler but observationally equivalent LTS
However, paths from the reduced graph cannot be used for deterministic testing.
Annotated LTS e-transition (non ?)
process i performs this send event and the identifier of the receiver will be determined during synchronization.
process j performs receive event with the identifier of the sender to be determined during synchronization.
?-transition
Synchronize 2 matching events: 
Program slice
The test paths are generated from a global ALTS.
All or nothing: Root node may be too large to be generated and reduced.
Comparison Bottom up
Test paths generated do not specify a path through the processes in the environment of Ps. The paths include interactions with some of the processes in the environment and they must be simulated by drivers.
Program slice
Test paths include all of the processes in the program, including environment.
Coverage Criteria
Property:
C -incremental coverage criterion. T -a set of test paths. If C is applied to the reduced ALTSs and T satisfies C, then T would also satisfy C if C were applied to the unreduced ALTS.
Some Coverage Criteria
All paths:
Cover all paths of an ALTS at least once.
All-proper-paths:
Proper-path is a path that does not contain any duplicate states, except the first and last may be duplicated once. Cover all proper-paths of an ALTS at least once.
All transitions:
Cover all transitions of an ALTS at least once.
All states:
Cover all states of an ALTS at least once.
Synchronizations Coverage
All synchronizations:
Synchronizations Coverage
All-T-synchronizations
Cover all distinct T-synchronizations at least once.
All-L-synchronizations
Cover all distinct L-synchronizations at least once.
Synchronizations Coverage
Interface Synchronizations (bottom up incremental testing) Definitions of external equivalent paths are based on transition labels, not annotations. Prune must consider annotations.
Critique
Incremental approach is a nice idea:
Work done at lower level is passed upwards so relatively little work is needed at upper levels. Reduction is a crucial thing.
Bad things:
No mention of coverage criteria for program slice approach. Prune should be modified before publishing.
